Everything described in this package is included within the total price. Breakfast, lunch and dinner, with
every meal, and no limits whatsoever when it comes to food and drinks. In addition, both lunch and dinner
are warm and very comprehensive meals. Also, accommodation is provided during the tour, and the night
before the start of the tour and the night after the last day of the tour. From experience, we know this is
the most practical and comfortable way. The only thing you have to do as our guest is riding your bike.
Besides that, you will have the opportunity to
fully enjoy the nature, culture, the unique
Georgian hospitality, the amazing cuisine and
the drinks to go along with that.
On the road, we will visit a lot of sights; century
old churches and other buildings and the most
amazing viewing points. There are a lot to
mention that is why you will not find all of them
back in the day-to-day plan. Nevertheless,
visiting these sights is a must to experience the
unique culture of the country.
Arrival day: We will personally pick you up from
the airport and bring you to the accommodation
in Tbilisi.
Day 1 (September 5th): Arrival in Tbilisi. Get to
know the ancient city hidden gems. And
discover the best views.
Day 2 (September 6th): We ride to Kakheti,
Georgia’s most famous wine region. Sinuous
roads take us to the most amazing points to
overlook the Kakhetian dessert and the wine yards the region is so famous for. The curvy and windy roads
take us to Sighnaghi, a small beautifully restored town. We lunch with a sight of both the steppe area and
the view on Sighnaghi. After Sighnaghi we ride on to Sagaredzjo, where we dine with the best Kakhetian
specialties and homemade wines.
Day 3 (September 7th): We leave Kakheti and ride to Borjomi, famous for its lush and green sights. Also,
its famous for its Spa and ‘’healing’’ waters. The reputation for the Borjomi’s water went that far that
during the USSR the Soviet Elite came to Borjomi to rest and heal. Talking about Soviet elite; we visit the
hometown of the former leader of the USSR before we get to Borjomi. Joseph Stalin was born in Gori. For
the early riser, we will have the chance to pay a visit to the museum that attempts to document Joseph

Stalin’s life, before we arrive in Borjomi itself. We spent the night Surrounded by green hills, beautiful
trees and the endless nature that Borjomi stores.
Day 4 (September 8th): ‘’The West is the best.’’ From Borjomi we get closer to the shores of the Black Sea.
Next stop: Ozurgeti. An amazing road is up ahead. It is known for its diversity, especially considering how
small the area is. Typical Georgian villages and its people are alternated by mountains and endless swamp
fields in which the Black Sea is already showing itself. We spent the night in Ozurgeti, where we will taste
all that is good from Guria.
Day 5 (September 9th): From Ozurgeti we ride on to the shores of the Black Sea. Batumi is up ahead. A city
unlike any other place in Georgia. From Ozurgeti we go down and ride along the shores of the Black Sea.
After the ride we rest at the beach overlooking the city and take a well-deserved dive in the into the sea.
Dry up in the sun and take it easy after all the riding.
Day 6 (September 10th): Up north from Batumi is Zugdidi its situated in Mingrelia, a culturally and
linguistically separated region with its own fabulous cuisine. We follow the road alongside the Black Sea
again. However, now we head up North. First to Poti and then more inland to Mingrelia. Nature changes
while travelling over roads with great sceneries. A lot of stereotypes circulate on Mingrelia, but its cuisine
is undisputed.

Day 7 (September 11th):
One
of
the
most
spectacular routes in the
region. A newly made road
in a region that has been
culturally separated for
centuries. Even the Soviets
could never fully exert
their influence cause if its
remoteness. This is how
Svaneti still feels like. It is a
different world. Also, its
why they were able to
keep their customs and
pagan traditions intact. On
the road old watchtowers will pop-up. Svan families own these towers and in the old days they were used
to settle disputes which in practice meant shooting from one tower to the other. It’s a place to be in awe
and the stories about the Svan customs are impressive.
Day 8 (September 12th): As a mountainous area Svaneti is famous for its outdoor activities as well as its
unique culture. Today we can raft, mountain bike, hike or just do absolutely nothing at all. A most
impressive spot to take a rest or to fully absorb the majestically nature.
Day 9 (September 13th): We go down from the remote and culturally so unique Svanetian mountains.
Afterwards we take
a sharp turn onto
Martvili. A town best
known for its caves
and the amazingly
clean water that
runs through it. A
pearl of nature with
the most relaxing
sounds of the water
accompanied by the
acoustics of the
natural walls. We
spent the night in
Martvili and get our
self the best food in
town!

Day 10 (September 14th): We leave the ancient, yet recently discovered caves of Martvili and ride on to
Racha. This time in a serene and most relaxing style in Georgia’s region of peace and quiet. We ride to
Racha. A mystical region that has been undiscovered by foreign tourists. Often it is compared to
Switzerland cause of the serene calmness and the impressive mountains surrounding the area. The roads
go up and down, left and right, through villages and the best loop-out points. First stop is Tsageri, a calm
village where we spent the night.
Day 11 (September 15th): Beautiful windy roads get us op to Oni, an idyllic village. We pass wine fields
filled with the famous Kindzmarauli grape, said to be Stalin’s favorite wine. The Racha-roads are quiet,
relaxing and windy. Nothing matters but enjoying the ride and the surrounding nature. In Oni, we spent
the night at Temuri’s guesthouse. He builds and makes almost everything you see at his guesthouse
himself, this includes the skinned bear and wolf skins. His wife will prepare the most delicious specialties
from Racha for us.
Day 12 (September 16th): We take the day and rest in Oni. For those that cannot sit still a tour around the
region is ready for the taking, as is a 4x4 drive up to the highest mountain lakes of Racha.
Day 13 (September 17th): Next up is a ride back down South. After we pass the lakes near Tkibuli we ride
on to Imereti, the green heart of Georgia. The capital, Kutaisi is the legislative center of Georgia. It is also
known its monumental cathedrals. We have a fine dinner at Palmaty and roam the streets of Kutaisi.

Day 14 (September 18th): We ride back East. On the way sceneries, will change quickly as climates and
weather conditions alter smoothly in the small country. This is the main road connection Georgia’s
historical Eastern and Western regions. A great sum-up of what Georgia is about and to relax and
overthink the beauty that it possesses. We spent the night in the historic city of Mtskheta, which used to
be the Georgian capital.
Day 15 (September 19th): Kazbegi is known for the 5000-meter-high mountain of the same name. It
reaches higher than any other mountain in Europe. The road going up to the area is magnificent and a
Valhalla for any motorcyclist with astonishing mountain passes.
Day 16 (September 20th): Back over the same ‘’Military Highway’’ we ride back to Tbilisi. Here we enjoy
the city and all it has to offer, both in culinary aspects, drinks and atmosphere.

